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1.1 Introduction and summary of contact temperature measurement methods
A variety of effects can be used to measure temperature:
• Change of length vs temperature (e.g. bi-metal strips)
• Volume change vs. temperature (e.g. mercury thermometer)
• Change of electrical resistance vs temperature (e.g. PT100)
• Voltage change vs. temperature (e.g. thermocouples)
• Melting point
For all of the above measuring principles, the sensor has to be in direct mechanical and
thermal contact with the measured object. After contact has been established, time is
required for heat transfer and then the sensor "measures" its own temperature.
Acceptable results can be produced as long as the heat conduction is good and the
thermal mass of the object is much larger than the sensor. In the case of poor heat
conduction or low mass objects, the object’s temperature is not completely transferred to
the sensor and the measurement fails. Also for moving objects or those which are far
away it is difficult to establish a mechanical contact. That’s where non-contact
temperature measurement enters the game.
1.2 How does non-contact temperature measurement work?
Any matter at a temperature above 0 Kelvin emits electromagnetic radiation. The
spectrum and intensity of the radiation is governed by Planck’s law, a universal
mathematical relationship between temperature and radiation. With non-contact
temperature measurement, the electromagnetic radiation emitted by the object is what
the infrared pyrometer measures. The advantages are apparent:
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•

No direct contact between IRT and the measured object

•

IRT is not being heated/cooled => fast measurement

•

No direct influence of the IRT on the measured object

•

Moving objects can easily be measured

Fig. 1: Setup of infrared temperature measurement

Usually only the infrared part (~ 1D20 µm) of the electromagnetic spectrum is used for the
measurement. Depending on the application and to avoid distortions due to absorption of
water vapor and or CO2 in the atmosphere, a sub-spectrum is cut out by optical filters.[2]
2.

Advantages of Infrared Thermometers

IRT’s are the easiest way to measure combustion gas temperature. Because the IRT is
located outside of the incineration chamber it is not affected by radiation coming from the
grate, it is easy to access and shows no aging effects. It is also a fast measurement.
•

Located outside of the chamber:
o Easy to access and to maintain
o No aging to influence the measurement accuracy
o No bending or mechanical failure as with thermocouples due to the high
temperature
o No influence of radiation from the grate ( as is with thermocouples )

•

Fast measurement

•

Long Lifetime

•

Easy to calibrate
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Fig. 2: IRT Model KT19.69 mounted on the wall of a
MSW ncinerator. The instrument is easy to access and
can be removed quickly due to the quick release
fasteners.

3.

Temperature Measurement of Combustion Gas

In addition to solid materials, gases can also be measured with IRT’s, if the gas has
absorption, also called emission bands, in the infrared. Examples are:
•
•
•
•

Water Vapor
CO2
CO
Ozone

CO2 is particularly suitable for temperature measurement in incineration plants because it is a
significant constituent of the combustion gas and has several other advantages, which are
explained below.
When measuring gases, there are important differences compared to measuring solids or
liquids. If you measure the temperature of a wall or a steel plate, the measuring point is very
well defined. The measuring spot is determined by the optics and the radiation comes from
the surface. This clearly defines the location of the measurement.
Looking into a gas is different. There is no solid surface where the radiation comes from. It is
more like looking into fog. If the fog is very dense you may look only 1 meter into it. Objects
which are far behind the one meter cannot be seen. However, the one meter distance is not a
strict limit but objects become more blurred the further they are away. Temperatures of
objects behind a certain limit will not be recognized by the pyrometer. The more CO2 is within
the gas path, the shorter will be the penetration depth. The temperature signal received by
the pyrometer is some kind of average along the path length. And, the gas temperatures
further away from the instrument will have less influence than those closer to it. This is
illustrated in Fig.2.
The curves in Fig.2 are general in nature and do not relate to a specific concentration or
temperature. The x-axis corresponds to the distance from the IRT. The effective emissivity
(blue curve) indicates the influence of the gas column between the IRT and the distance x on
the measurement.
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The relative signal component (red curve) shows the influence of the zones on the
measurement signal. The influence on the measurement signal increases with increasing
gas-depth until it reaches a maximum and then drops again. As already explained, radiation
coming from regions far from the pyrometer do not reach the pyrometer. The focus of the
measurement, i.e. the area with the greatest influence on the measurement is in the area
of the maximum (in this example 2D 4 m).

Fig. 3: Influence of path length on the temperature measurement

In this example, the “center of gravity” of the measurement is about 3 meters from the wall,
the maximum of the red curve. Gases at the greater distances will have only a minor
influence on the measurement. This relationship is typical for MSW incineration plants.
For making a temperature measurement of combustion gas, it is convenient and reliable
to use an absorption band of the CO2-molecule. Usually there is sufficient CO2 in the gas
path and its concentration is stable because the incineration is a good controlled process.
Also the CO2-absorption line offers some features which help to get a reliable measurement.

Fig. 4: The CO2 absorption band. For higher temperatures the
longwave edge shifts towards longer wavelength. This can be
used to measure thru the colder boundary layers close to the
wall.

Fig.4 shows the transmission curve of the CO2 band. It changes its shape with temperature.
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The center of the band is located at approx. 4.26 µm, the width of the line is approx. 0.25 µm
at 300 ° C. As the temperature increases the absorption band widens. At 1100 ° C the width
is approx. 0.45 µm.
Selecting a spectral range in which CO2 is transparent at colder temperatures but is
absorbing for hot ones (green marked area in Fig. 4), the colder outer layers in the
combustion chamber are not recorded and only the temperature of the hot core is measured.
The selection of the spectral range is therefore a suitable parameter for adjusting the sighting
depth of the pyrometer. This enables the adaptation to different combustion processes or
system geometries. With a suitable choice of the spectral range, sighting depths can be
varied between 10 cm - e.g. gas boilers for single-family houses - up to several meters for
industrial incineration plants [4].
3.1

Temperature Distribution in the Combustion Chambers of Waste Incinerators:

Typical boiler dimensions in waste incineration plants are approx. 6 x 6 m² cross section and
the CO2 concentration is in the range 8D 12%.
If the boundary conditions explained above are observed, a temperature measurement with
the following properties can be implemented:
•

The spectral range is selected to measurements through the cooler boundary layers

•

The hot core is detected

•

Reliable measurement from approx. 500 ° C on

•

Sighting depth approx. 3D 4 m

•

CO2 concentration: 8D 12 vol.%

•

Measurement is fast and shows the actual temperature

•

Typical response time: 10D 30 seconds

The temperature distribution in the combustion chamber is an essential process parameter,
for the control of various process steps:
•

e.g. to control the ammonia injection for SNCR

•

Detection of short-term and long-term (by averaging) temperature imbalances

•

Early detection of potential damage to the brick lining (reduction of repair costs) due to
over temperatures in some regions

The devices should be installed in a position where the combustion is complete. Flashes of
flame in the field of view of the pyrometer lead to an "unsettled" output signal, i.e. showing
greater fluctuations in the displayed temperature:
•

Monitoring minimal temperature end of 2 seconds zone

•

SNCR control > 10 m above the grate or near the
Injection level

•

Control of combustion at the beginning of 2nd draught
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Fig-5 shows possible installation locations. The instruments are mounted on a DN65 flange
using quick-release fasteners. ASME/ANSI 2 inch flange is an option. A sapphire window
protects the optics and the integrated air purge keeps it free of dust and deposits.

Fig. 5: Positions of IR thermometers in a waste incinerator
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Fig. 6: Temperature record of 2 IR thermometers mounted on opposite
positions in a waste incinerator. Both instruments show
different temperature levels in average. The right side is about
70 °C hotter than the left side (see green curve)

Fig.6 shows the temperature profile of a 24-hour measurement campaign in the municipal
waste incinerator in Mainz, Germany. Rapid temperature changes between 800 ° C and 1100
° C, which take place within a few minutes, are striking. Furthermore, the IR thermometer
mounted on the right wall shows an average of 70 °C more than the one mounted on the left
wall. By interchanging the devices it was ensured that the temperature was actually
imbalanced and not due to one of the instruments.
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Fig. 7: Temperature record of the 2 pyrometers mounted at 20 m
st
height (1 draught) and comparison with 2 IR pyrometers
st
nd
mounted on the ceiling between 1 and 2 draught and the
st
thermocouples mounted on the ceiling of 1 draught close the
other 2 pyrometers. The 2 pyrometers show a about 80 °C
higher temperature but the shape of the curves is very similar.
Peaks are at the same time. The thermocouples show a much
smoother temperature course and a delay of about 10 minutes.

In Fig.7 the average value of the two IR thermometers at 20m height is compared with the
average of the IR thermometers mounted in the transition from the 1st to the 2nd draught. The
latter are used for fire performance control. As expected, the temperature level displayed on
the ceiling is approx. 70 ° C lower, but the temperature curve is directly related. The ceiling
thermocouples, which are also shown, show the temperature fluctuations with a significantly
weaker amplitude and are delayed by approximately 10 minutes.

Fig. 8: 3 IR thermometers mounted on the wall of a municipal waste
incinerator. On the opposite wall are 3 other thermometers
installed to get a temperature mapping of the intersection of
the combustion chamber.
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Fig. 9: Thermographic picture of the temperature mapping measured
with the arrangement of Fig.8

Fig. 9 shows the current temperature distribution in the measuring plane. The distribution was
generated from the measured values of 6 radiation thermometers. The software TempControl
2.0, developed for this purpose, creates the thermal image in this plane and calculates
intermediate temperatures. The output can be used to control SNCR injection and for
process control.
3.2

Measurement in a gas boiler

For development purposes a fast measurement in a gas boiler is interesting. CO2-content is
about 10 % and typical temperatures are around 1000 °C, comparable to other combustion
processes. Since the dimensions of the gas boiler (typically 20cm in diameter) differ from that
of an industrial incinerator, the sighting depth has to be adapted to the smaller chamber. This
is done by choosing a good spectral range for the pyrometer. The adaption is done using a
special algorithm which allows a calculation of the sighting depth [4] versus wavelength.

Fig. 10: IR Thermometer measuring the flame temperature in a gas
boiler. Due to the very smaller chamber dimensions a custom
tailored spectral range of 4.38 µm was used.
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Fig. 11: Temperature record within the gas boiler described in Fig.10.
The spikes are due to short pulses to make sure that the control
system is still “alive”.

3.3

Measurement in pulverized coal combustion

Within pulverized coal furnaces, the particle load is very high which reduces the sighting
depth dramatically. As a consequence of Planck’s Law, shortwave pyrometer is more
responsive to higher temperatures versus lower temperature. Therefore a short-wave
spectral range at 1.1 µm is preferred for this application. Thus the hotter core has a stronger
influence on the measurement signal.

Fig. 12: A shortwave IR thermometer mounted on the wall of a
pulverized coal incinerator

The ease of access and ease of maintenance are the same compared to the ~4.3 µm
pyrometer whereby the same quick release fastener and purged sapphire window are used.
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4.

Controlling the Grate

Monitoring the line of fire on the grate of a waste incineration plant is of great importance.
The measurement ensures that no burning or glowing parts are leaving the grate. If the fire
line moves into the field of view of the IR thermometer, the measured temperature rises and
the speed of the grate is reduced.

Fig. 13: Arrangement to monitor the line of fire on the grate of a
municipal waste incinerator

The preferred wavelength for this application is 3.9 µm. All combustion gases like CO2, CO,
H2O, NOX are transparent in this spectral range. The temperature at the outlet of the grate is
measured. An elliptical measuring field is created using special optics (green marked ellipses
in Fig. 14). Depending on the width of the grate one or 2 pyrometers are used to cover the full
width.

Fig. 14: Field of view of the line of fire monitoring system
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1.

Summary:
Temperature measurement in incinerators using infrared radiation thermometers offers
the following advantages:
•

No aging or regular replacement as with thermocouples

•

Calibration using a blackbody radiation source

•

Proven standard solution for MSW incineration plants

•

Applicable to coal fired boilers and furnaces etc.

•

Gas temperature measured in combustion chambers or ducts

•

Fast response times

•

Adaptable to different tasks
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